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Company comments 

 

Redrow (RDW, 462p, £1,629m) 

Top 10 UK housebuilder. YE (Jun) trading statement. The timing of site closures due to Covid-19 towards the 

end of March had a “profound impact upon results in a year which was budgeted to be disproportionately 

weighted to the end of the second-half”. Adapting to new ways of working also limited the number of homes 

that were completed in the last few weeks of the financial year after construction activities were able to 

resume. Completions -37%, 4,032; rev expected to be -36%, £1.34bn. The group has decided to scale-back 

operations in London to focus on the Colindale Gardens development and continue to target the Group's 

future growth on the higher returning regional businesses and the Heritage product. The costs and related 

significant impairments associated with scaling-back the London business will be provided for in the FY 2020. 

“As a consequence of the impact of Covid-19 and making these provisions the profit for 2020 will be 

substantially below 2019”. Current trading: In the five weeks since re-opening its sales offices, the net sales 

rate per outlet per week is 0.56 (2019: 0.59) “reflecting strong pent-up demand, especially from buyers using 

Help to Buy scheme”; record order book, +39%, £1.42bn, due to the previous shortfall in completions. 

Finances: Debt £126m (2019, £124m cash); unlikely to draw on the CCFF. Outlook: There has been a shift in 

home movers' priorities. In particular, “there is a desire for more inside and outside space, wanting to live 

closer to green spaces and having better home workspace. Redrow's reputation for placemaking and its 

award winning Heritage product ideally position the business to meet these changing customer priorities. 



The group's output will inevitably continue to be affected by the ongoing fallout from the pandemic. 

Notwithstanding this, the record order book, excellent product range and dedicated team means it is well-

placed to deliver a robust performance against an uncertain outlook”. 

 

Henry Boot (BOOT, 240p, £320m)  

Land Promotion, property investment & development and construction group. AGM trading update. Trading: 

“We have seen an increase in activity and output throughout all our operations”. Activity resumed on all 

sites. Hallam Land Management is active in the land market and making progress on a number of sites. 

Discussions ongoing with house builders on several site disposals, and “encouragingly we have received bids 

at pre lockdown values … but it is still very early days and there is a need to remain cautious. We anticipate a 

delay in disposals, with sales moving into 2021”. Henry Boot Developments remains committed to nine 

schemes with a gross development value of £315m, which are all pre-sold, pre-let or under offer, but have 

“experienced unavoidable delays”. Stonebridge Homes is “experiencing encouraging levels of interest” 

across all developments but … we remain cautious”. Construction operations now achieving 85% of planned 

activity. Finances: Net cash of £45m at 29 June. Outlook: “There are early signs of increasing activity across 

the group and some improvement in our markets. With adapted working practices and a committed team, 

we remain determined to progress through this period of uncertainty in a shape which will allow us to play a 

significant part in our key long-term markets”. 

 

Inland Homes (INL, 49p, £111m)  

Leading brownfield developer, housebuilders and partnership housing group, focused on South and South 

East. HY (Mar) results. Rev +16.9%, £59.6m (six months to December 2018); loss before tax, £7.2m (PBT  

£5.5m); no interim div. EPRA NAV +5.5%, 109.3p; net debt £150.1m (September 2019, £152.3m; December 

2018, £96.6m). Trading: Revenue was “lower than anticipated” due to the aborted land sales which 

represented £46.2m. Outlook: “We are seeing demand returning for our land assets and expertise. The 

measures we put in place to reduce the cost base, preserve our assets and conserve cash will put us in a 

stronger position as market conditions improve. Whilst it is too early to restore guidance, the underlying 

resilience and quality of the business gives the board confidence that the Group will weather the continued 

uncertainty in a recovering market environment”. 

 

Driver Group (DRV, 58p, £30m) 

Legal claims consultant to the global construction industry. HY (Mar) results. Rev -6%, £28.0m; u-lying PBT 

+64%, £1.3m; u-lying EPS +64%, 1.8p; interim div 0.0p (2019, 0.5p); net cash £3.3m (£5.0m). Trading: Fall in 

rev was due to slow-down in Middle East market. Overall utilisation rates 73.1% (76.1%). Europe & Americas 

u-lying PBT £1.7m (2019: £2.0m) with utilisation rates at 71.6% (2019: 70.3%); Middle East, £0.0m (2019: 

£0.4m),  utilisation 72.3% (80.9%); Asia Pacific, £0.6m (loss £0.6m), utilisation 77.1% (2019: 76.1%). Outlook: 

“With current trading holding up well and with recently increased debt facilities the directors believe that 

the Group is well placed to trade through this current uncertain market environment and to take advantage 

of the opportunities afforded as a consequence of the disruption of Covid-19 in the Group's target market”.  

 

Balfour Beatty (BBY, 258p, £1,780m)  



UK, US and Hong Kong construction and infrastructure group. Contract. 50:50 joint venture, Gammon 

Construction, has been awarded a HK$5.67bn (c. £577m) Central Kowloon Route contract to deliver 

buildings, mechanical and electrical works on behalf of the Highways Department of the Government of the 

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, which form an essential part of the overall Central Kowloon Route 

that will enhance connectivity between the East and West Kowloon districts whilst relieving congestion. 

Gammon is also constructing the Kai Tak West Section of the Central Kowloon Route, which includes 

underwater and cut-and-cover tunnels, as well as roads.  

 

In other news … 

 

PM Boris Johnson will today announce in a speech in the West Midlands his well-trailed “New Deal” to 

“build, build, build in order to upgrade Britain’s infrastructure and skills to fuel economic recovery across the 

UK … To build the homes, to fix the NHS, to tackle the skills crisis, to mend the indefensible gap in 

opportunity and productivity and connectivity between the regions of the UK. To that end we will build build 

build. Build back better, build back greener, build back faster and to do that at the pace that this moment 

requires”. He will announce the acceleration of £5bn of capital investment projects, including in health, 

education and roads. Further announcements are due from Chancellor Rishi Sunak next week and, in the 

autumn, the National Infrastructure Strategy. Statement from Prime Minister’s Office (link).  
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